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hall of fame/hall of shame?

Nokia 5800, 2008



hall of fame/hall of shame?

stylus





“we’ve invented…”



[Lightpen ’62]



[E.A. Johnson ’65]



[Plato IV '72]



➭ http://www.billbuxton.com/multitouchOverview.html





IBM Simon, 1992



what was the real novelty here? 
30 second brainstorming



1 2Touch technologies Touch accuracy



1Touch technologies a cursory overview



resistive sensing



Inspiron 7000,1998



Compaq PDA, 2000



[Matsushita et al., UIST ’00]



[Matsushita et al., UIST ’00]

how did they enable dual-touch in a single touch sensor? 
30 second brainstorming



resistive sensing



capacitive sensing



capacitive sensing



DiamondTouch [Dietz & Leigh '01]



DiamondTouch [Dietz & Leigh '01]



SmartSkin [Rekimoto '02]



SmartSkin [Rekimoto '02]



Fingerworks, 2005



iPhone 1, 2007



…and it prevailed



…and it prevailed



Bodyprint [CHI '15]



Biometric Touch Sensing [UIST '15]



optical touch sensing



walls & tables



optical touch sensing

camera

illumination

projector

imaging surface

invisible (infrared)
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darker and blurry



projection plane



projection plane

rear DI



HoloWall [Rekimoto, UIST '97]



Microsoft Surface, 2008







frustrated total internal reflection
the other camp





FTIR

projection plane

[Han, UIST ’05]



fingerprint scanners

light sourcecamera



FTIR [Han, UIST ’05]

only considerations one needs to make in constructing a wall-
sized touch display, are camera resolution, and the amount of 
illumination necessary to cover the area. The surface also 
need not be planar, providing for some interesting design 
fl exibility.

A drawback of the approach is that, being camera-based, it 
requires a signifi cant amount of space behind the interaction 
surface, though we primarily expect application scenarios 
where rear-projection would have been employed anyway 
(e.g. interactive walls, tables). Also, as an optical system, it 
remains susceptible to harsh lighting environments.

Combining with Rear-Projection Display
This sensor can be used standalone, but because it is 
completely visually transparent, it is particularly suited for 
use in combination with rear-projection, without a loss in 
brightness. We place a diffuser on the rear (non-interaction) 
side of the waveguide, which does not frustrate TIR because 
a tiny air-gap exists between the two. The diffuser also does 
not appreciably affect the IR image needed to be seen by 
the camera, since it is very close to the light sources (e.g. 
fi ngers) being imaged.

This scheme does introduce a disparity between the display 
and interaction surfaces, corresponding to the thickness 
of the waveguide (¼” in our prototype), but there is no 
functional reason, other than ease of implementation, that 
the waveguide cannot be made thinner. Rigidity becomes a 
concern at larger dimensions, at which point another layer 
of transparent material can be stacked to the rear to add 
structural support without adding further disparity.

Robustness
The response of the sensor is highly dependant on the optical 
qualities of the object being sensed; while this is benefi cial 
in many ways (e.g. it won’t falsely register a mug lying the 
surface), it also means that the device may not detect gloved 
hands or arbitrary styli. Notably, dry skin generates a weaker 
optical signal, though in our experience the user can press 
harder against the sensor to compensate (though this does 
impair movement and fatigues the user).

Over extended usage, the surface can become contaminated 
with oils and sweat left behind from users, along with nicks and 
scratches, creating an increase in background noise against 
which a true signal must be isolated (see Figure 4). Over the 
short term, this is compensated for by the video processing 
system with an adaptive background model. However, over 
the long term, as dry skin performance starts to suffer, the 
surface eventually must be cleaned. Alternatively, multiple 
infrared wavelengths could be used to better discriminate a 
live fi nger from latent residues.

Using a Compliant Surface
As in prior work, we can stabilize performance with the use 
of a compliant surface overlay. We have tested a variety of 
plastic fi lms and sheeting that are readily available, and have 
found, remarkably, that common vinyl rear-projection screen 
material, such as “Rosco Gray #02105”, is itself a reasonable  
overlay for HCI applications. By making the display screen 
itself the interaction surface, we also conveniently eliminate 
any disparity between the two.

With the overlay, the sensor no longer responds binarally to 
optical contact, but to a range of force, expressed as pixel 
intensity. However, because an actual deformation occurs 
within the membrane when depressed, there is hysteresis in 
the response, especially upon relaxation. In our tests with 
the projection screen material, it can take up to a full second 
for an excessively forced depression to completely dissipate. 
Nevertheless, its performance under normal HCI usage is 
quite satisfactory. We feel that improving performance here 
is merely a matter of discovering/engineering a material 
that has suitable stiffness, resiliency, textural, and scattering 
properties for this application, and we shall continue to 
search for low-cost solutions to this.

FUTURE WORK
We consider the greatest drawback to our approach to be 
how little other information it provides about the tactile 

Figure 4: Output from contaminated surface (left),
and when using a compliant surface overlay (right)
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Figure 3: Schematic overview (top);
Prototype setup (left); Video output w/o diffuser (right)
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[Han, UIST ’05]



weird mixes
diffuse illumination + frustrated Fresnel reflection

(



[Fiberio, UIST '15]







diffuse reflection + surface reflection

diffuse reflection + surface reflection

diffuse reflection 
frustrated surface reflection



)



FTIRdiffuse illumination

what’s the big difference? 
30 second brainstorming



FTIRdiffuse illumination



1.5Touch processing



typical processing pipeline

?? ?



typical processing pipeline

segment 
objects

find connected 
components

track 
components



typical processing pipeline

segment 
objects

find connected 
components

track 
components

who sees the link to Buxton’s Touch, Gesture & Marking? 
30 second brainstorming



typical processing pipeline

segment 
objects

find connected 
components

track 
components

this part also calculates 
accurate input locations



2Touch accuracy



Biometric Touch Sensing [UIST '15]



input resolution: 42 x 33 across a 10” display 

screen resolution: 2,160 x 1,440

map to an accurate input location



center of gravity



if only it were that easy :-)



Information Kiosks [Plaisant et al. '88] Home Automation [Plaisant et al. '90 and on]

Home Automation [Plaisant et al. '90 and on]Touch painting [Sears et al. '91]



sources of error?



“parallax between the touch screen surface and the display surface” 

“high error shown in many studies” 

“fatigue in arm motion” 

[Potter et al. CHI '88]



“parallax between the touch screen surface and the display surface” 

“high error shown in many studies” 

“fatigue in arm motion” 

solution: “finger mouse”, a cursor the user drags on the screen 

[Potter et al. CHI '88]



CHI ‘88 

Select CT from the items below. 

AK HI ME NJ !;D 
AL IA MI NM TN 
AR ID MN NV TX 
AZ IL MO NY UT 
CA IN MS OH VA 
CO KS MT OK VT 
CT KY NC OR WA 
DE LA ND PA WI 
FL MA NE RI WV 
GA MD NH SC WY 

Figure 1. The screen format, showing the experimental array and the target being requested. 

of the screen. The abbreviations were listed in 
alphabetical order in 10 rows of 5 columns with two 
blank spaces between each column. The targets 
were approximately l/4 square inch in area. A 
prompt line at the top of the selection screen 
displayed an abbreviation for the user to touch in 
the experimental array. Figure 1 shows the format 
of the screen. If the user touched the wrong item, an 
error message appeared in the prompt line. A 
message line appeared at the bottom of the selection 
screen showing the state name corresponding to the 
item selected. 

RESULTS 
Analyses were conducted for the performance 
measures that were collected during the experiment 
and for the ratings made by the subjects on the 
subjective evaluation questionnaire that was given 
at the conclusion of the experiment. Analyses of 
variance with repeated measures were used in the 
evaluation of the performance and subjective 
evaluation data that were collected. 

Performance. The two performance measures were 
the time from the presentation of the target item 
until the correct target was selected and the errors 
that were made by the subjects. 

Time The ite:m selection times for the 15 trials -. 
were divided into 3 blocks of 5 trials. The blocks 
represented the beginning trials, the middle trials, 
and the final tr:ials. The analysis was a 3 (st,rategy) 
x 3 (block) x 6 (order) analysis of variance with 
repeated measures on the first two factors. There 
was a significa:nt main effect for strategy, c (2,361 
= 10.41, p < ,001. A post hoc analysis showed that 
the overall mean time for the first-contact strategy 
(16.93 set) was significantly faster than the take-off 
strategy (20.92 set). The mean performance time 
for the land-on strategy (17.73 set) did no,t differ 
significantly from the other two strategies. 

There was also a significant main effect for block, E 
(2,36) = 23.82, pc.001, which reflected a 
significant difference between the beginning block 
of trials (20.20 set) and the middle and final trials. 
The performance times decreased significantly after 

30 

[Potter et al. CHI '88]



“parallax between the touch screen surface and the display surface” 

“high error shown in many studies” 

“fatigue in arm motion” 

solution: “finger mouse”, a cursor the user drags on the screen 

strategies: touch-down, first-contact, lift-off + offset cursor

[Potter et al. CHI '88]



okay, let’s use cursors then…



High precision touch screen interaction
[Albinsson and Zhai, CHI '03]



High precision touch screen interaction
[Albinsson and Zhai, CHI '03]



High precision touch screen interaction
[Albinsson and Zhai, CHI '03]



High precision touch screen interaction
[Albinsson and Zhai, CHI '03]



Precise Selection Techniques
[Benko et al., CHI '06]



Precise Selection Techniques
[Benko et al., CHI '06]



Precise Selection Techniques
[Benko et al., CHI '06]



Direct-touch vs. mouse input
[Forlines et al., CHI '07]

 

 

While selection was faster for touch-table input, error rates 
were much higher. In the experimental task, selection errors 
had little consequence beyond the lengthening of a trial due 
to having to select that target again. Even with these 
multiple attempts at selection included in mean selection 
times, touch-table input still came out ahead. However, 
were selection errors to incur a greater penalty (such as 
accidentally closing a window instead of minimizing it), we 
should expect to see longer task times for touch-table input 
as users worked more carefully to avoid these costly errors. 

In regards to selection error, the interaction between input 
device and target width, as well as the interaction between 
input device and target distance is likely explained by the 
three-way interaction among input device, target width, and 
target distance. Figure 8 shows the error rate for both input 
devices for each target distance for targets with a width of 
16 pixels (the error rates for other width/distance/input 
combinations were small and very similar). The touch-table 
error rate for these small targets was zero when they were 
close to the user, and grew as they became more distant.  
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Figure 8. Selection error rates for each target distance and 

input device for targets with a width of 16 pixels. 

We hypothesize that this is due to a combination of two 
factors. The first is the perspective distortion that occurs on 
very large displays when the distance between the graphical 
object and the user becomes large. Czerwinski et al. [10] 
proposed that large displays curve around the user to 
minimize this type of distortion, but this solution may be 
inappropriate for a horizontal display surrounded by a team 
of people each of whom has a different point of view. 
The second factor comes from an understanding of the 
physical contact between a finger and touch sensitive 
surface and how this contact changes for differently 
distanced targets. Figure 9 shows a user touching two 
locations on a small vertical touch screen. In all locations, 
the interface between the finger-tip and screen is similar, 
with the index finger perpendicular to the display and the 
other fingers not in danger of committing accidental input. 
The contact patch of the fingertip maintains a relatively 
consistent shape, an important factor if the point of contact 
is taken as the centroid of the touch area as it results in a 
consistent point of interaction relative to the finger-tip for 
all touches on the display. 
Figure 10 shows a user touching several locations on a large 
tabletop display. At locations close to the user, the interface 
between the finger and table is very similar to the interface 

between a finger and vertically oriented touchscreen; 
however, problems arise as distant targets are selected. The 
shape of the contact area between finger and table changes 
for different areas of the table (Figure 11), and at some 
distances, other fingers are in danger of providing 
accidental input to the system (Figure 10, bottom). 

 
Figure 9. The contact between a finger and vertical touch-

screen is similar for touches in any location. 

 
Figure 10. The contact between a finger and the tabletop 

changes for touches in different locations on the table. 
Additionally, non-index fingers are in danger of providing 

accidental input at some distances (bottom). 

 
Figure 11. The changing contact area results in a non-uniform 

mapping between fingertip and point of interaction. 

These findings are important as they indicate the need for 
designers of graphical widgets for tabletop interaction to 
account for these differences in performance due to the 
distance of the activation zone from the user. These 
differences in the contact between finger and display at 
different locations on the tabletop may explain the higher 
error rates for touch input in our experiment than those 
found by Sears and Shneiderman [39]. The targets at a 
distance of 300 pixels resulted in a contact with the table 
that was most like the vertical display used in this previous 
work, and selection errors were very low at this distance. 

CHI 2007 Proceedings • Mobile Interaction Techniques I April 28-May 3, 2007 • San Jose, CA, USA
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vertical finger pitch

flat finger pitch

contact area



the culprit:

the fat-finger problem



fat finger



fat finger



LucidTouch
[Wigdor et al., CHI '07]



[Baudisch and Chu, CHI '09]



Shift
[Vogel and Baudisch, CHI '07]



Shift
[Vogel and Baudisch, CHI '07]

why did you read this paper? 
30 second brainstorming



perceived input point problem
[Vogel and Baudisch, CHI '07]



showing cursors is cheating!

…and they almost convinced us!





what’s the real problem here?



the problem is underspecified!



which link 
am I selecting?



could it be 
       that it is not the fingers  

      but our touch devices that are wrong?



no fat finger
let’s assume for a second that there is

problem



perceived
instead, almost all observed targeting error comes from 

problem
input point



perceived input point problem

target
touch device 

perceives



offset

why we hope it’s the perceived input point problem?

the fat finger problem, in contrast is always noise = error

we can correct for it 



while there is always an offset, we hypothesize that 
the offset depends on the pointing situation

our main hypothesis



≠
1yaw



≠2pitch



≠
3roll



≠

4users: finger shape



≠
targettarget

4users: mental model



x/y
2D screen

x/y
center of contact area

current model



x/y
2D screen

3D
sensing the finger in 3D

we propose



user study



independent variables

yaw

pitch

roll 90° 45° 15° 0° -15°

90° 65° 45° 25° 15°

0° 180°



error metric



error metric

spread 
:= variation within a condition



error metric

spread 
:= variation within a condition

minimum button size 
:= 95% of samples 
 across conditions



study design
    2 yaw 
× 2 sessions (pitch, roll) 
× 5 angles 
× 6 repetitions per angle 
× 5 blocks 

= 600 trials / participant 

12 participants



results



45°

25°

15°

pitch

1cm

target

90°
65°



roll
90°

45°

15°

0°

-15°

target

1cm



user

#1 #2 #3 #4

1cmpitch



user

#1 #2 #3 #4

1cmpitch
which user is the most accurate? 
30 second brainstorming



 

and a significant main effect across the finger access for all 

but one participant (all p<0.05). 

Similarly, we ran a two-way ANOVA on finger roll and 

participant. We found significant main effects for partici-

pant along and across the finger axis, as well as for finger 

roll along the finger axis. We further found a significant 

interaction between finger roll and participant along and 

across the finger axis (all p<0.001). This indicates that each 

participant exhibits a different behavior and touch pattern in 

response to finger roll. We ran one-way ANOVAs on finger 

roll separately for each participant. We found a significant 

main effect of finger roll both along and across the finger 

axis for all participants (all p<0.05), except one whose error 

rates did not differ significantly across the finger axis. 

Discussion 

Finger angles 
As hypothesized, all three angles had an impact on touch 

location and lead to distinct clusters, supporting hypotheses 

1-3. As expected based on Forlines et al. [9], finger pitch 

primarily impacted touch location along the finger axis 

(visible as vertical patterns in Figure 5, bottom row). A 

“flatter finger” caused the touchpad to locate targets farther 

away from the target towards the user’s palm. Somewhat 

surprisingly, variations in roll impacted touch location 

primarily along the finger axis as well, more than across 

(visible as vertical patterns in Figure 5, top row). Finally, as 

expected, there also was a significant effect of yaw on 

touch location. This is also obvious in Figure 5 where none 

of the groups of ovals are centered on the target. This em-

phasizes the fact that global offsets, as applied by Vogel 

and Baudisch [18] need to consider hand yaw. 

Users 
Also as hypothesized, there was an effect of user on the 

touch location. As shown in Figure 5, the clusters of recog-

nized touch positions varied across participants, and they 

did so quite substantially. Figure 6 shows a particularly 

different pair: For Participant 4, touch locations vary drasti-

cally with pitch, while pitch has very little impact on the 

touch locations produced by Participant 3. 

Based on this chart, one might think that Participant 3 is 

simply more accurate than Participant 4, e.g., that Partici-

pant 3 performed the task with additional care. Whether this 

is true or not is a matter of perspective. When we look at 

the size of the individual clusters of the two users, we see 

that they are roughly comparable. This means that both 

participants reproduced the target location equally well. 

What differs between the two participants is their mental 

model. Participant 3’s understanding of touch coincides 

strongly with the capacitive touchpad model. 

So while Participant 3 is more fit than Participant 4 when 

operating today’s touch devices, when using an input de-

vice based on the generalized perceived input point model 

this is not the case anymore. As we explain in the following 

sections, such a device compensates for roll, pitch, yaw, 

and user ID. “Accuracy” now means neither the proximity 

of a cluster to the target (because we can compensate for it), 

nor the proximity of clusters to each other (again, because 

we can compensate for it). Instead, accuracy now means 

size of clusters, as all other factors can be compensated for. 

Since the cluster sizes for Participants 3 and 4 are compara-

ble, this means both participants will perform equally well 

under the new model. 

Main hypothesis 
Overall, and most importantly, our study supports our main 

hypothesis: roll, pitch, yaw, and user ID all lead to distinct 
clusters (i.e., significantly different centroids). As a matter 

of fact, these clusters are clearly separated, as discussed 

earlier when explaining Figure 2. Our findings therefore 

support that the generalized perceived input point model 

indeed explains a significant part of the inaccuracy of 

touch, rather than the fat finger problem. 

Exploiting the model with a device 
These observations suggest that a device should be able to 

obtain improved accuracy by applying compensating offsets 

for each condition. 

The data from our study allows us to make predictions 

about the performance such a device might achieve. Fig-

ure 7 shows a summary. Each bar denotes the diameter of a 

round button that contains 95% of all touches, assuming 

that we apply compensating offsets for different subsets of 

factors. Each bar was computed by mapping the centroids 

of different sizes of clusters to the target center location. 

For the traditional touchpad condition (left bar), no map-

ping was applied. For the “per yaw” condition, the centroid 

of all touches was moved to the target. For the ‘per yaw and 

roll/pitch’ condition, the centroids of each roll cluster and 

each pitch cluster were moved to the target. For the ‘per all’ 

condition, the centroids of each roll cluster and each pitch 

cluster for each participant were moved to the target. 

As illustrated by the chart, each additional piece of informa-

tion should allow the device to further improve its accuracy 

up to a factor of 2.75 if all angles and user ID are included. 

 
Figure 7: Minimum size of a button that contains 95% of all 
touches on a touch device that knows about different subsets 
of roll/pitch, yaw, and user ID. Error bars encode standard 

deviation across all samples. 
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and a significant main effect across the finger access for all 

but one participant (all p<0.05). 

Similarly, we ran a two-way ANOVA on finger roll and 

participant. We found significant main effects for partici-
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Users 
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nized touch positions varied across participants, and they 

did so quite substantially. Figure 6 shows a particularly 

different pair: For Participant 4, touch locations vary drasti-

cally with pitch, while pitch has very little impact on the 

touch locations produced by Participant 3. 

Based on this chart, one might think that Participant 3 is 

simply more accurate than Participant 4, e.g., that Partici-

pant 3 performed the task with additional care. Whether this 

is true or not is a matter of perspective. When we look at 

the size of the individual clusters of the two users, we see 

that they are roughly comparable. This means that both 

participants reproduced the target location equally well. 

What differs between the two participants is their mental 

model. Participant 3’s understanding of touch coincides 

strongly with the capacitive touchpad model. 

So while Participant 3 is more fit than Participant 4 when 
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of fact, these clusters are clearly separated, as discussed 

earlier when explaining Figure 2. Our findings therefore 

support that the generalized perceived input point model 

indeed explains a significant part of the inaccuracy of 

touch, rather than the fat finger problem. 

Exploiting the model with a device 
These observations suggest that a device should be able to 

obtain improved accuracy by applying compensating offsets 

for each condition. 

The data from our study allows us to make predictions 

about the performance such a device might achieve. Fig-

ure 7 shows a summary. Each bar denotes the diameter of a 

round button that contains 95% of all touches, assuming 

that we apply compensating offsets for different subsets of 

factors. Each bar was computed by mapping the centroids 

of different sizes of clusters to the target center location. 

For the traditional touchpad condition (left bar), no map-

ping was applied. For the “per yaw” condition, the centroid 

of all touches was moved to the target. For the ‘per yaw and 

roll/pitch’ condition, the centroids of each roll cluster and 

each pitch cluster were moved to the target. For the ‘per all’ 

condition, the centroids of each roll cluster and each pitch 

cluster for each participant were moved to the target. 

As illustrated by the chart, each additional piece of informa-

tion should allow the device to further improve its accuracy 

up to a factor of 2.75 if all angles and user ID are included. 

 
Figure 7: Minimum size of a button that contains 95% of all 
touches on a touch device that knows about different subsets 
of roll/pitch, yaw, and user ID. Error bars encode standard 

deviation across all samples. 
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can we make this real?



Ridgepad

optical fingerprint scanner 

500 dpi 

1600 × 1500 pixels



+ yaw, pitch, roll 
+ participant ID

touchpad vs. fingerprint scanner

2D contact area 2D contact area



user study
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now we’re done and touch is accurate.



no! there’s a bug here!
we’re still compensating…



systematic effect



device

2D

3D



user-1

2D

3D

user



2D

3D

user ?



goal: 
trying to understand



challenge



in HCI, models are typically obtained using an 
 unambiguous device (e.g., mouse) 

 1. measure data points 
 2. fit a curve

we need a model

(34, 119)

challenge



there are infinite ways 
how users might map 
these crosshairs to 3D

but what shall we measure?



so we had to revert to 
basic experimental process...



guess a model 

try it out in an experiment 

if outcome is bad, repeat



if it is not 
the contact area...

which model?



creating models 
using visual  features





7x7





bad model 
large error offsets

good model 
small error offsets 

evaluating the models



3 user studies
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...and head position



study design

 6 combinations of finger angles (pitch, roll) 
× 4 head positions 
× 2 blocks 
× 4 repetitions 

= 192 trials / participant 

30 + 12 + 12 participants



results





contact area model





projected center model



projected center model
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touch input is a 3D operation

main insight



users target using 
features on top of the finger

current devices sense 
features at the bottom of finger

parallax



now we have two options…



Imaginary Phone [UIST '11]

1) We implement users’ mental models



Ridgepad 

reconstructs the finger in 3D 

input-only 

not real-time

2) We compensate for errors



[Fiberio, UIST '15]
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